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Abstract
We argue that preferred classical variables emerge from the entangle-
ment structure of a pure quantum state in the form of redundant records:
information shared between many subsystems. Focusing on the early
universe, we ask how classical metric perturbations emerge from vacuum
fluctuations in an inflationary background. We show that the squeezing
of the quantum state for super-horizon modes, along with minimal gravi-
tational interactions, leads to decoherence and to an exponential number
of records of metric fluctuations on very large scales, λ/λHubble > ∆
−2/3
ζ ,
where ∆ζ . 10−5 is the amplitude of metric fluctuations. This deter-
mines a preferred decomposition of the inflationary wavefunction into
orthogonal “branches” corresponding to classical metric perturbations,
which defines an inflationary entropy production rate and accounts for
the emergence of stochastic, inhomogeneous spacetime geometry.
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The macroscopic world features many distinguished “classical” variables, such
as the strength of an electric field, the position of a planet, or a spacetime metric
configuration. At the same time, it is hoped that Nature can be described as a quan-
tum state which evolves unitarily and a priori does not distinguish any preferred
variables in the Hilbert space. Primordial cosmology, in particular, describes the
universe as quantum in origin, and forces us to ask how the classical world emerges
in the absence of an external environment or measurement. The preferred classical
variables for a quantum system should in principle be determined algorithmically,
given the system’s Hamiltonian and a decomposition of Hilbert space into subsys-
tems (motivated, or fixed, by the Hamiltonian). These observables would define a
decomposition of the global pure state into simultaneous eigenstates: Ψ =
∑
i Ψi.
Each orthogonal state is a branch of the wavefunction, corresponding to distinct
stochastic outcomes (indexed collectively by i) for the classical variables.
An essential and intuitive feature of the classical world is redundancy of recorded
information in many environmental degrees of freedom [1–3]. The key idea is that
the effective irreversibility of apparent wavefunction collapse is guaranteed by am-
plification processes – whether natural or, occasionally, in laboratories – that create
many redundant correlations widely spread over space. For example, the position
of a baseball is recorded by the electromagnetic field in many different regions of
space, hence its visibility from many directions. When a Stern-Gerlach experiment
records the spin of a particle, it amplifies this information into many subsystems
of the measuring device and environment, possibly including an experimentalist’s
brain. Quantum measurement in this non-anthropocentric sense – decoherence with
amplification of recorded information to macroscopic scales – is ubiquitous in Nature
and underlies classical dynamics. Ultimately, recorded information is encoded in the
entanglement structure of the quantum state in the form of long-range correlations
between many subsystems, relative to a particular (tensor) decomposition of the
Hilbert space into distinct parts [4].
Candidate theories of quantum gravity generally support quantum superpositions
of arbitrary classical spacetimes, raising the question of how configurations of the
metric emerge as preferred classical variables. In this essay, we address a part of
this problem, by fixing a classical background spacetime and showing that the en-
tanglement structure of the wavefunction of metric fluctuations determines classical
gravitational fields as preferred observables. We consider an inflationary background:
approximate de Sitter space with a slowly changing Hubble rate. This is a unique
and important system for emergent classicality because (i) inflation is the leading
1
paradigm for both the early and late ΛCDM universe; (ii) no appeal can be made to
external environments or observers despite enormous distances and timescales; (iii)
gravity, unusually, plays a key role in the quantum-classical transition; and (iv) the
model is only weakly nonlinear and is computationally tractable.
Inflationary Fluctuations: Review. We take the most straightforward and con-
servative approach: Working in an approximately de Sitter background with scale
factor a(t) = eHt with slowly varying Hubble rate H, we treat general relativity
(GR), expanded perturbatively around the background, as a low-energy effective
(quantum) field theory. Breaking the time translation invariance of de Sitter space
so that the Hubble parameter can change, and inflation eventually end, brings to life
a dynamical scalar mode, along with tensor (graviton) modes γij. Using the ADM
formalism and choosing spatial hypersurfaces with uniform matter density [5], the
scalar mode is described as curvature fluctuations ζ in the spatial metric,
gij(x) = a
2(t)[(1 + 2ζ(x))δij + γij(x)] (1)
at linear order. The slow variation of the Hubble rate, dH/dt ≡ −H2 with   1,
leads to approximately scale-invariant spectra of scalar and tensor perturbations on
super-Hubble scales:
∆2ζ ≡
k3
2pi2
〈ζkζ−k〉|t→∞ ≈ 1
(2pi)2
H2
2M2p
, ∆2γ ≡
k3
2pi2
〈γskγs−k〉|t→∞ ≈
1
pi2
H2
M2p
, (2)
for either tensor polarization s = +,×.1 (Mp is the reduced Planck mass.)
The quantum state of the fluctuations can be written as a wave functional
Ψ[ζ(x), γij(x)], which has the asymptotic late-time behavior
Ψ[ζ, γ](t)→ eiS[ζ,γ](t)|Ψ[ζ, γ]| (3)
for the fields on super-Hubble scales. The action S is integrated to time t and grows
exponentially as a(t). While post-inflationary observables such as those in Eq. (2)
are determined by the (asymptotically constant) amplitude |Ψ|, the formation of
redundant records will be captured in the phase information, and can be described
with correlation functions depending on the conjugate momenta (or field velocities)
as well as the fields.
Gravitational Interactions. Combining the quadratic action for ζ, Lfree, with
the leading cubic self-interactions Lint obtained by perturbatively expanding the
1We omit a momentum-conserving delta function, (2pi)3δ3(k+ k′), and set k′ = −k.
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Einstein-Hilbert action, the Lagrangian in the presence of a long-wavelength back-
ground field ζL can be written in the simple form2 [5–8]
Lfree + Lint = M2p
[
a3 (1 + 3ζL) ζ˙
2 − a(1 + ζL)(∇ζ)2
]
+ ..., (4)
where the dots include subdominant derivative interactions and O(2) terms. The
effect of the cubic interactions is to replace the scale factor a(t) with a spatially
varying scale factor, a(t)[1 + ζL(x, t)].
Decoherence and Redundant Records. It is well known that as a mode redshifts to
super-Hubble scales, its quantum state becomes very highly squeezed (appearing in
phase space as a thin ellipse), with the amount of squeezing determined by the scale
factor [9, 10]. Since, as we just saw, a long-wavelength background ζL perturbatively
shifts the scale factor, it shifts the amount of squeezing for shorter-wavelength modes.
Even a tiny change in squeezing displaces the state to an orthogonal state, so the
short modes become extremely sensitive to the background ζL, recording it like clocks
(Figure 1). These records are captured in the entanglement structure of the quantum
state |Ψ[ζ]〉.3 This is illustrated in Figure 1, and can be seen from the appearance
of the interactions, Eq. (4), in the phase oscillations in the wavefunction, Eq. (3).
The number of short-wavelength modes that have crossed the horizon, and there-
fore also the number of “clocks” that can store a record of the local background, scales
with the total volume, ∝ a3(t). Thus, the number or redundancy Rζ of records of the
average background ζL in the shorter-wavelength environment grows rapidly. This
can be computed as a function of the precision of the records ∆ζL, and is [11, 12]
Rζ(∆ζL, aHL) = O(1) · ∆ζ
2
L
〈ζ2L〉
H2
2M2p
(aHL)3, (5)
where L is the comoving length of the region covered by ζL, and aHL is the physical
wavelength in Hubble units. The redundancy first becomes & 1 for very imprecise
records, with ∆ζ2L not much smaller than the range of possible values 〈ζ2L〉. This
occurs when a mode redshifts to the physical scale
λ
(ζ)
classical ≡ (aL)classical ≡ ∆−2/3ζ ·H−1, (6)
at which it begins to decohere. For ∆2ζ ∼ 10−10 fixed to the amplitude of temperature
fluctuations in the cosmic microwave background, this is O(1000) Hubble distances.
After this point, the redundancy grows as the volume, ∼ a3, and the squared coher-
ence length (the spread in field values for which quantum coherence remains, which
is the precision at which Rζ . 1) decays as 1/a3 [11, 13].
2Throughout, overdots denote derivatives with respect to cosmic time t.
3We suppress the tensor argument γij when discussing scalar modes.
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Figure 1: A schematic depiction of redundant records of long-wavelength fluctu-
ations during inflation, due to gravitational coupling of short- and long-wavelength
modes. The squeezed quantum states for super-horizon modes ζS (localized in dif-
ferent spatial regions), depicted in phase space, are highly time-dependent. They
respond as clocks to the spatially varying “time” set by the local background field ζL
from much longer modes. This recording of long-wavelength information appears in
the quantum state |Ψ[ζ]〉, which can be decomposed into “branches” corresponding
to long-wavelength field configurations ζL, with the conditional state |Ψ(ζL)S 〉 for the
remaining shorter modes containing many records of ζL.
While we have used the comoving gauge, the production of records of the long-
wavelength field can also be described in terms of density fluctuations in the spatially
flat gauge. In that gauge, a background fluctuation shifts the local energy density
or Hubble rate, which distorts shorter super-Hubble modes in a similar way.
Primordial Gravitational Waves. While we’ve focused on scalar fluctuations, ten-
sor modes behave similarly. They couple to scalar modes at leading order via the
interaction [5]
L(γζζ)int = M2pa(t)γij∇iζ∇jζ. (7)
We see that a tensor background γL,ij effectively shifts the gradient energy of a
scalar mode, k2 → k2−γij,Lkikj, which also distorts its quantum state as it becomes
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squeezed. This allows super-Hubble scalar modes to be a bath of detectors of the
longer-wavelength tensor background. Because tensor modes have a smaller ampli-
tude, ∆2γ ∼ H2/M2p , they are harder to detect, and decohere only after reaching a
larger wavelength,
λ
(γ)
classical = ∆
−2/3
γ ·H−1 ' −1/3 · λ(ζ)classical. (8)
Entropy. As more modes redshift to the scales λ(ζ),(γ)classical and their stochastic am-
plitudes are redundantly recorded, the entropy of the inflationary universe grows.
Adding the contributions of all modes which have decohered [14], the rate of entropy
production per unit volume is [12]
dsζ
dt
∼ H4∆2ζ ∼
H6
M2p
,
dsγ
dt
∼ H4∆2γ ∼
H6
M2p
, (9)
for scalar and tensor modes, respectively. That is, entropy production is controlled by
the expansion rate H along with the interaction strength, which is just the amplitude
of scalar or tensor fluctuations. Despite their weakness, the interactions produce
an entropy proportional to the growing volume. For 60 e-folds of inflation and
∆2ζ ∼ 10−10, for example, Sζ ∼ 1069. This describes the randomness in the post-
inflationary primordial fluctuations.
Conclusion. We studied general relativity in an inflationary background with
minimal matter (a dynamical scalar mode), and saw that gravity plays a key role in
the emergence of a classical inhomogeneous spacetime: (I) By coupling a constant
energy density source to spacetime geometry to drive inflation, gravity makes pos-
sible a super-horizon regime in which modes of light quantum fields become highly
squeezed. (II) By coupling metric fluctuations on different scales, gravity allows
squeezed modes to collect exponentially many records of the long-wavelength field.
Redundant information is a robust and general principle for identifying emergent
classicality and branch structure of a quantum state from first principles [4]. It can
be computed explicitly for inflationary metric fluctuations, leading to a superposition
of states corresponding to different classical long-wavelength fields (Figure 1). The
preceding results pave the way for generalizations beyond fixed classical backgrounds,
where significant new conceptual issues lie. Future work will also investigate how the
redundant recording of classical information in different Fourier modes relates to the
redundant recording of information in spatially disjoint regions which accompanies
more familiar instances of classicality.
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